PRODIM BENT GLASS

The complete solution for the reverse engineering, fabrication
and quality control of 3D glass shapes
Model, Flatten, Frame, Compare

MODEL
CREATE 3D GLASS SURFACES
The Model module helps glass manufacturers to create a 3D glass surface from Proliner
measurement data or existing drawings. Complex operations like sampling data,
interpolating edges, fitting the surface and mesh creation become very simple.

IMPORT

3D Proliner measurement (PRL8 - file)
3D drawing (DXF - file)
3D model (IGES - file)

FUNCTIONALITIES

Distinguish outer edges and surface data
Data sampling
Edge interpolation
Surface fitting
Mesh creation
Model quality adjustment
Multiple filters to show or hide construction data

EXPORT

3D model (IGES - file)

FLATTEN
TRANSFORM 3D SURFACES TO 2D UNFOLDED
GLASS CONTOURS FOR PRODUCTION
The Flatten module enables glass manufacturers to transform a 3D surface to an unfolded 2D
surface with only one mouseclick. Mechanical stresses based on FEM-analysis are calculated in
the same process and the result is clearly visualized in multiple views. The 2D surface can then
be exported as a simplified 2D contour shape for production.
Operations like interpolation, off-set, tangent fillet and boxing are easy to perform without
the need of profound CAD-knowledge. The software will also show if and where tangency
is required, eventually applying it to the radius fillet according to custom tolerance values.
Finalizing the 2D glass contour shape can be done in a matter of minutes.
IMPORT

3D surface created with MODEL

FUNCTIONALITIES

Unfold 3D surfaces to 2D surfaces
Visualize mechanical stresses based on FEM-analysis
Create simplified 2D contours
Prepare 2D contours for production
Clear indication if tangency is required
Tangent fillet function (with custom tolerance)

EXPORT

2D contour shape (DXF - file)
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FRAME
CREATE DIGITAL SUPPORT FRAMES
TO CONSTRUCT MOLDS
The Frame module makes it possible to generate a digital support frame based on a 3D glass
surface model. The support frame can be edited to meet with the manufacturer’s production
standards. The digital frame can be exported as a complete 3D drawing as well as in simplified
2D sections. It is easy to view and analyze the 2D frame sections and check for deviations
between expected and real data. The 2D frame sections including PDF reports with relevant
construction data can be exported providing a complete set of information to construct molds
for the production of bent glass.
IMPORT

3D surface created with MODEL

FUNCTIONALITIES

Create 3D digital support frames based on 3D surface models
Full customization options for support frames
Create simplified frame sections in 2D
Manage and check 2D frame sections (radius and linear dimensions)
Generate information reports to construct and verify molds

EXPORT

3D Support frame (3D DXF - file)
2D Frame sections (3D DXF - file)
Construction data and section analysis report (PDF-file)

COMPARE
3D MATCH SURFACE MODELS
FOR IST AND SOLL QUALITY CONTROL
With the help of the Compare module glass manufacturers can easily match two 3D surface
models using various aligning methods. Nominal data and quality parameters can be defined
and compared for both surfaces and boundaries.
The results and possible deviations are clearly visualized in 3D and can be exported as
simplified 2D section views also to compare the results in 2D. Detailed PDF quality reports can
be generated as well. Faulty produced glass products are costly, the Compare module helps
prevent that and speeds up the quality measurement process at the same time.
IMPORT

Measurement or nominal data models processed by MODEL

FUNCTIONALITIES

Automatic and manual alignment of two 3D surface models
Automatic match of 2 models using: surface data, edge data or both
Compare two surfaces or nominal data against measured data
Independent and adjustable quality parameters for surface data,
edge data and cut-outs data.
Color-based visual reports, clearly showing deviations
Create simplified section views (2D), incl. nominal and measured data
Manage, view and compare 2D section views
Generate quality reports

EXPORT

Match results 3D (IGES - file) and 2D (DXF - file)
Quality report (PDF - file)

Call for advice on your tailored Prodim Bent Glass solution package: +31 492 57 90 50

MEASURE, MODEL, FLATTEN, FRAME, COMPARE
PROLINER IS TRACKER BENT GLASS SOLUTION PACKAGE

Prodim offers a complete package for measuring bent glass.
The package contains a Proliner Industry Series:
The world’s most flexible and efficient 3D Tracker
for measuring 3D glass shapes
Call for tailored advice on your
Proliner IS Tracker &
Prodim Bent Glass Solution package

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION AND DEMONSTRATION VIDEOS

www.prodim-systems.com
Prodim International BV Phone: +31 492 579050
Lagedijk 26, 5705 BZ Helmond, The Netherlands
Prodim USA Phone: +1 772 465 4000
7454 Commercial Cir. Fort Pierce, FL 34951, USA
info@prodim-systems.com
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